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Abstract— Wireless mesh networks are cost-efﬁcient means
to provide ubiquitous Internet access. For building large-scale
wireless mesh networks, multiple access networks are joined
together into one large network. In such large networks, nodes
have to communicate with the Internet via multiple access
gateways. The problem in such scenarios is how to make mesh
nodes aware of the gateway over which data is sent towards the
Internet. The goal of this paper is to propose a routing protocolindependent method that allows nodes to (i) determine when
they are switching the access network; (ii) to support switching
of access networks; and (iii) to support multihoming.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Internetworking between wireless mesh networks and the
Internet is a cost-efﬁcient way of offering ubiquitous Internet
access. In such wireless mesh networks, the interconnection
with the Internet is provided by gateways connected to access
networks. In large-scale wireless mesh networks, multiple
gateways are attached to a multitude of different access
networks (see Fig. 1). When a node in the wireless mesh
network communicates with a node in the Internet, the IP
packets are relayed through the mesh to any of the available
gateways. As a result, when a node moves, routes in the mesh
network might change and its IP trafﬁc is forwarded to another
gateway. If these two gateways belong to the same access
network, we refer to this kind of mobility as micro mobility,
whereas if they belong to different access networks, we refer
to it as macro mobility. There are situations, where a node is
attached to multiple gateways at a time. When these gateways
belong to multiple access networks we refer to the node as
multihomed node [1].
For enabling macro mobility and multihoming, several IP
mobility management protocols and extensions have been
proposed [2]–[4]. They all require that a node is aware of
the access networks it is attached to. However, the selection
of the access network depends on the routing and forwarding
strategy implemented in the wireless mesh network. There
are two possible mechanisms: service discovery or anycast
routing. In the ﬁrst case, a node uses a gateway discovery
protocol to ﬁnd neighboring gateways (see [5]–[7]). Based
on this information a node decides which gateway to use for
relaying packets to the Internet. Then, packets are sent to the
chosen gateway by means of unicast. With anycast routing, a
node leaves the choice of gateway to the routing protocol. A
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Fig. 1. A wireless mesh network connected to the Internet through different
access networks.

node only indicates that a packet should be sent to any gateway
without specifying it (see [8], [9]). The routing protocol then
routes the packets in an anycast manner to one of the gateways.
In the ﬁrst case, a node knows which gateway it relays its
packets to and thus is aware of its macro mobility. However
in the second case, the node is not aware of the selected access
network and is hence not able to adapt to changes caused by
its macro mobility.
But, since anycast is a very efﬁcient mean to implement
gateway selection in wireless mesh networks, we aim at complementing this approach by adding a notiﬁcation protocol.
Speciﬁcally, we propose a notiﬁcation protocol that is driven
by the gateways and that is independent of the used routing
protocol. In our approach, the gateway detects the macro mobility of nodes by monitoring the source addresses of packets
sent to the gateway. If the addresses do not match the access
network of the gateway and the node is not multihomed, the
gateway sends a notiﬁcation message to the sending node with
the conﬁguration information for its new access network. This
node then adjusts its conﬁguration accordingly. If necessary,
the node also informs its communication peers about its new
address. In cases where the nodes are multihomed, the gateway
periodically informs the mesh node that some of its packets

are relayed through its access network and performs a network
address translation of the network preﬁx to ﬁt the packet
address to the routing topology. If necessary, the node also
informs its communication peers about its additional locator
address.
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next
section, we explain the functionality of IP mobility management protocols. Following, we present our solution to deal
with macro mobility and multihoming. Then, in section IV
we brieﬂy discuss deployment issues and ﬁnally, we address
future work and conclude.
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II. IP M OBILITY M ANAGEMENT P ROTOCOLS
In this section, we discuss related work and introduce IP
mobility management protocols and their extensions to support
multihoming .
There are two IP mobility management protocols proposed
by the IETF for enabling macro mobility in IPv6: MobileIPv6 [10] and the Host Identiﬁcation Protocol (HIP) [11].
Both protocols maintain a ﬁxed proxy (Home Agent / Rendezvous Server), a host that is aware of the current location
and address of a node. This architecture enables permanent
reachability even with mobile nodes. MobileIPv6 and HIP also
offer an address change notiﬁcation mechanism to preserve established transport sessions in the presence of macro mobility.
For both of them, Internet drafts are proposed which describe
extensions to enable multihoming [2]–[4]. Note however that
these two IP mobility management protocols and their extensions for multihoming require that a node explicitly knows
the access networks over which its packets are forwarded
to the Internet. This knowledge allows a node to deal with
its macro mobility or to maintain its multihoming. To deal
with macro mobility, a moving node updates its address to
topologically ﬁt to the access network relaying its packets and
notiﬁes its ﬁxed proxy as well as its communication peers
about its address change. Also for multihoming, a node has
to inform its communication peer about additional or outdated
locators. For this purpose, each node has to maintain a list of
access networks currently used.
III. M OBILITY N OTIFICATION P ROTOCOL
In this section, we describe our notiﬁcation protocol for
IPv6 which allows to handle macro mobility and which
also supports multihoming independently of the used routing
protocol. The proposed protocol is independent from existing
IP mobility management protocol, hence the protocol enables
nodes in a mobile mesh network to use MobileIPv6, HIP or
similar IP mobility management protocols and its multihoming
extensions.
First, we give an overview of the proposed protocol and
specify the mobility notiﬁcation message. Then, we explain
how gateways detect macro mobility and how multihoming
is supported. Following, we specify the handling of mobility
notiﬁcation messages at the mobile nodes as well as the
procedure for node joins.
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Fig. 2. The gateways inform a mobile node abouts its macro mobility or
multihoming using Mobility Notiﬁcation Messages (MNM).

Protocol Overview: When a node sends packets to the
Internet, the gateways detect macro mobility and multihoming
of a node by means of the source address of the sent packets
and a list of known nodes (see Fig. 2). If the address of
a multihomed node is not known or the address of a nonmultihomed node does not match the access network, the
gateway sends a Mobility Notiﬁcation Message (MNM) with
the conﬁguration information for its access network to the
mobile node. A non-multihomed node then adjusts its conﬁguration according to the mobility notiﬁcation message. A
multihomed node includes the new access network in its list of
locators. The gateway periodically informs the nodes that some
of the sent packets are relayed through the access network
the gateway belongs to. Moreover, the gateway translates the
network preﬁx of the source address of the packets going to the
Internet to topologically ﬁt the packets to the access network.
Mobility Notiﬁcation Messages (MNM) are sent from
gateways to mobile nodes to inform them about the access
networks which are relaying their packets. Mobility notiﬁcation messages are implemented based on ICMP [12] router
advertisement messages according to [13] (see Figure 3). A
mobility notiﬁcation message contains two important information: (i) the notiﬁcation interval for multihoming; and (ii)
the preﬁx of the access network the sending gateway belongs
to. The optimal choice of the notiﬁcation interval depends on
the mobility of the nodes as well on the amount of trafﬁc
sent. For moderate mobile networks, we propose to set the
notiﬁcation interval to a default value of 60 seconds.
Macro Mobility Detection and Multihoming Support at
the Gateways: Gateways distinguish between mobile nodes
supporting multihoming or not by looking at the network preﬁxes of the nodes addresses. Nodes supporting multihoming
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always use a link-local address with the preﬁx FE80::/64
according to [14] while nodes not supporting multihoming use
global addresses.
In the latter case, when the relaying access network of a
node changes, the alteration is detected by the gateways of the
new access network since the gateways constantly examine all
packets they are relaying towards the Internet. If the source
address of a packet that is topologically incorrect (i.e., the
routing preﬁx does not match the access network), the gateway
sends a Mobility Notiﬁcation Message to the sending node (see
Fig. 4).
Processing of packets from multihomed nodes is more
complex and requires the gateway to perform two tasks. First,
the gateway has to verify if a node has recently been informed
that its packets are relayed through this access network. If
this is not the case, the gateway sends a mobility notiﬁcation
message to the mobile node to inform it about the actual access
network. For reducing the amount of mobility notiﬁcation
messages, the gateway records the node address combined
with a timestamp in a lookup table. After a notiﬁcation
interval, the gateway deletes the entry and if it is still relaying
packets for this node, notiﬁes the mobile node again.
Second, the gateway substitutes the link-local address preﬁx
of the IP source address of the packet with the preﬁx of the
access network it belongs to and forwards the packet to the
Internet.
The forwarding algorithm for packets destined to the Internet at the relaying gateways is depicted in Fig. 5.
Handling Mobility Notiﬁcation Messages at the Mobile Nodes: Handling of mobility notiﬁcation messages is
different at nodes supporting multihoming and those that do
not support multihoming. When a multihoming node receives
a mobility notiﬁcation message, it adjusts its address preﬁx
to topologically ﬁt the new access network. Subsequently,
it informs about its address change using its IP mobility
management protocols. In the case where packets of a node
are continuously forwarded over different access networks,
multihoming support is an advantage to prevent continuous
address changes.
When a multihoming node receives a mobility notiﬁcation
message, it checks if it already is aware of X access network.

Fig. 4. A gateway detects a packet with a topologically incorrect routing
preﬁx (1). It sends an mobility notiﬁcation message to the sending node (2).
This node then updates its address (3).
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Fig. 5. Algorithm for processing packets destined to the Internet at the
relaying gateway.

If this is not the case, it informs its communication peers
about its new locator using the multihoming extension of
the IP mobility management protocol. Again, we distinguish
two methods to detected if an access network does no longer
relay packets for a mobile node. First, a communication peer
informs a mobile node that it is no longer reachable over a
certain access network. Second, a mobile node keeps a list
of its relaying access networks with the time stamp of the
last mobility notiﬁcation message received from this access
network. From time to time, the mobile node checks its list for
outdated access networks. The appropriate choice for the MNM
time out highly depends on the mobility message notiﬁcation
interval of the gateways, the amount oft trafﬁc sent and on the
mobility of a node. For moderate mobile networks, we set the
MNM time out to a default value of 3 times the notiﬁcation
interval.
The algorithm for handling mobility notiﬁcation messages
at mobile nodes is depicted in Fig. 6.

addition, such a mechanisms also reduces routing overhead
and storage requirement.
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Joining of a Mobile Node: When a node joins a mobile
mesh network, it automatically conﬁgures its address according to [14] as a link-local address if it supports multihoming,
otherwise as a site-local address. These addresses use a
speciﬁc preﬁx and an interface identiﬁer as sufﬁx which is
derived from the Ethernet address (the preﬁx FE80::/64 for
link-local addresses and FEC0::/64 site-local address). Using
the automatically conﬁgured address, the node immediately
participates in the mobile mesh network and no further initialization is required.
IV. D ISCUSSION
In this section, we want to brieﬂy discuss two issues
coming up when deploying the proposed protocol: supporting
of secured connections and making macro mobility transparent
to routing protocols.
To support secured connections, only multihomed nodes
have to be considered. For those nodes, a problem occurs when
IPsec authentication headers [15] are used, since the gateways
have to change the (outer) IP header of a packet. Note that
IPsec encapsulating security payload [16] is supported since
the encryption and authentication is not applied to the (outer)
IP header.
Macro mobility is not transparent to routing protocols for
wireless mesh networks, because they use the entire IP address
as a unique identiﬁer for routing. They do not have any support
for nodes which change their address as required for macro
mobile nodes. Thus, an address change is treated as a node
leave and join which creates unnecessary overhead. A possible
solution is that routing protocols for wireless mesh networks
only use the interface identiﬁer as identiﬁer for routing. In

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
There are scenarios in which nodes in a wireless mesh
network are unaware of the access network that relays their
packets. For these scenarios, we propose a detection mechanism and a notiﬁcation protocol supporting multihoming
which informs the nodes about their macro mobility and thus
about the access network they are using.
Currently we are in the process of implementing and evaluating the performance of the proposed protocol in a network
simulator as well as on prototype nodes on a large scale test
bed.
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